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The students of Class 3-304 would like to 
dedicate this book to our parents, our teachers,  

Dr. Demetria L. Thomas, Ms. Pamela Mann,  
Mr. Ronald Conrad, and Mr. Kharlos Ortiz, and 

our school administrators who help to guide and 
support us each day to become brilliant minds 
and productive citizens in our society. We hope 
that this book, “Redesigning for Accessibility,” 

will become a “launch pad” for innovations that 
will one day help to make life easier and more 
inclusive for all people who need things to be 

more accessible. 
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How can we adapt products we use every day to be more accessible?

Students in Class 3-304, with their teachers Dr. Thomas and Ms. Mann, 
explored how thoughtful product design can increase accessibility to all 
people. The class read Layla and the Bots: Built for Speed by  
Vicky Fang. In the book, Layla wants to participate in a go-kart race but 
needs to redesign one with hand controls and other special features 
so that her friend Tina, who is in a wheelchair, can participate as well. 
Through the story and discussions, the students learned to identify what 
makes products more accessible and inclusive. One student summarized 
the concepts they learned as: “accessibility is important because it 
means we are all treated equally, no matter what.”

About the 
Program



During Vicky’s virtual visit to the class, she described her interest in 
creating products for people with different abilities and asked the 
students what they thought would be needed to design an inclusive, 
accessible dog park. 

The class also met with Adam El-Sawaf, the senior designer and 
fabricator at the Adaptive Design Association. He showed examples of 
projects that he helped design such as a wheelchair with a collapsible 
desk. He and the students began brainstorming about their own 
inventions designed to make products easier to use and more accessible. 
Assisted by Behind the Book staff, the class began writing drafts 
describing their redesign inventions, including why a redesign was 
important and how their invention could make a difference. One student 
proudly reported, “I designed a wheelchair with a claw so that people in 
the chair can reach items in their cabinets even if they are really high up.” 

To illustrate design concepts involved in making items and spaces more 
accessible, Behind the Book teaching artist Candice Humphries helped 
the class create three-dimensional dioramas inspired by Layla and the 
Bots. Through the art project, they employed engineering and design 
concepts that would facilitate inclusivity. 

Throughout the program, the students learned to be sensitive to those 
with differing abilities and to consider how all people could best use 
products and navigate spaces. During a writing workshop, one student 
summed up what he learned from the program, “I am redesigning a 
ramp that is compact and can be carried around and used whenever it is 
needed. This redesign is solving the fact that there’s not always a ramp. 
This is important because everyone should be able to move  
around and enjoy New York City.”
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Hi! I’m Vicky Fang. I’m a children’s 
book author and illustrator. I’m also 

a product designer who invents things—
like cars that talk to each other, robots 

you can build at home, and games 
you can play with your voice. I started 
writing to support the growing need 

for early coding education, particularly 
for girls and kids of color. I am the 
author and sometimes illustrator of 

ten new and upcoming STEAM books 
for kids, including Invent-a-Pet, I Can 
Code, Layla and the Bots, AlphaBot, 

and Friendbots.

Outside of writing, I like eating, binge-
watching TV series, papercraft, crafting 
new anything, dancing, and playing with 
my kids. I live with my husband, my two 
boys, and one pet rhinoceros beetle in 

Mountain View, California.

About the 
visiting author

https://cargocollective.com/fangmous


Class 3-304 is a class of 25 innovative and inquisitive minded 
3rd graders. Uniquely, these students strive to do their best 
in all to be the best. They love to work in teams in order to 

accomplish goals, yet each one contributes through their own 
individuality. These 3rd graders are friendly, kind, and loving to 
one another and always strive to show their “Ellington Pride.” 

Being in the midst of a pandemic, this has been a very different 
kind of year for these students. However, through it all, they 
have shown great integrity to keep pushing themselves to 

become better in Science, Technology, English Language Arts, 
Art, and Math (S.T.E.A.M). 

Behind the Book brings authors and their books into classrooms to build literacy skills 
and foster a community of lifelong readers and writers. Working with classes from 

Pre-K through 12th grade, our series of workshops is designed to bring books to life and 
inspire students to reach their full potential. Behind the Book is embedded in the class 
curriculum, nurtures critical thinking, creativity, and self-confidence in New York City 
public school students. All programs meet the Next Generation Learning Standards. 

About the 
Student 
authors

About  
behind the book



Next 
Generation 
Learning 

Standards 
Addressed

Writing 
NYSNGS.ELA-LITERACY.3W2: Write informative/

explanatory texts to explore a topic and convey ideas 
and information relevant to the subject.

Reading 
NYSNGS.ELA-LITERACY.3R9: Recognize genres 

and make connections to other texts, ideas, cultural 
perspectives, eras, personal events, and situations.



BtB empowers the next generation 
of readers and writers by nurturing 

critical thinking, creativity, and  
self-confidence in our students. 

www.behindthebook.org
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